
W
ho is the best pizza m

aker?

In this delicious card gam
e, the players are pizza m

akers. 
The players take orders from

 the waiters and ingredients from
 the

supply. They put them
 all together in the oven and bake. 

W
hen all the ingredients are used up, the players open the oven to

discover which pizzas were baked properly, and which were not.
The players take back their orders for their im

properly baked
pizzas so they can try again in the next round.
After three rounds, the player who has delivered the m

ost pizzas is
the best pizza m

aker and the winner!

Contents
There are three different kinds of cards.

65 ingredient cards(13 each of salam
i, pineapple, m

ushroom
,

pepper and olive), 40 orders (8 in each of 5 colors), 
1 M

am
m

a M
ia! card, 1 rule booklet

Preparation
-

Shuffle the ingredient cards and deal 6 to each player. They
take them

 as their starting hands.
-

Now shuffle the M
am

m
a M

ia! card and the ingredient cards
together. Place these cards face down as a supply in the m

iddle
of the table.

-
Each player takes a set of eight orders (with m

atching backs),
shuffles them

, and places them
 face down on the table. This is

each player’s waiter. Then each player draws the first order card
from

 their waiter and adds it to his hand.

-
The oven is next to the supply. The oven is a face-up discard stack.
The players play their ingredient and order cards on the oven.

-
The players choose a starting player and the others follow in
clockwise order.

The M
am

m
a M

ia! card
W

hen a player draws the M
am

m
a M

ia! card, he
places it face up on the table next to his waiter and
im

m
ediately draws another card.

At the end of a round, the player with the M
am

m
a

M
ia! card rem

oves the pizzas from
 the oven to determ

ine which
are properly baked and which are not. He then begins the next
round as the new starting player.

A gam
e round

Put pizzas in the oven
On a player’s turn, he m

ustplace at least one ingredient card
from

 his hand in the oven: he places the ingredient card(s) face
up on the discard stack next to the supply. A player m

ay place
m

ore than one card in the oven on his turn, but they m
ust all be

the sam
e kind of ingredient.

After placing the ingredients, the player announces the num
ber

and kind placed, e.g. “three peppers”.

Next, the player m
ay

place 1 order card from
 his hand face up in

the oven: he places the order card face up on the discard stack
next to the supply. Players should place order cards when they
believe that all the ingredients needed to properly bake the pizza
are already in the oven.

Players m
ay never check the contents of the oven (the oven cards

are stacked so only the topm
ost card can be seen), but m

ust wait
until the end of the round when all pizzas are taken from

 the
oven to learn if their pizzas are properly baked.

Finally, the player draws enough cards to return his hand size to
seven cards. The player m

ust, however, draw cards only from
 the

supply or from
 his waiter, and not both during a turn.

The player’s turn is done and his left neighbor takes his turn.

W
hen a player draws cards from

 the supply or his waiter and there
are not enough cards there to fill his hand, he takes only the cards
that are there and, thus, takes his next turn with fewer than seven
cards. He m

ay not use this opportunity to draw additional cards
from

 the other card stack (waiter or supply).
As soon as a player draws the last card from

 the supply, the round
ends, and the player with the M

am
m

a M
ia! card takes all the

pizzas from
 the oven.

Take the pizzas from
 the oven

The M
am

m
a M

ia! player takes the cards from
 the oven and turns

them
 over in his hand so they are face down. He m

ay notchange
the order of the cards in the oven!
Now he turns over cards from

 the oven, one at a tim
e, and sorts

the ingredient cards by placing them
 face up on the table as

shown below. The cards should overlap each other so the num
ber

of cards of each kind can be easily seen.

W
hen he turns over an order card, the players check to see if all

the necessary ingredients for the pizza are available in the sorted
ingredients on the table:
-

If all the necessary ingredients are there, the pizza is properly
baked. The player, whose order was properly baked (the color of
the order m

atches the player), takes the order and places it face
up next to his waiter to show it has been delivered. The
M

am
m

a M
ia! player takes the ingredients used in this pizza

from
 the sorted ingredients and puts them

 face down in a stack
for used ingredients.

-
If all the necessary ingredients are not there, the player, whose
order was turned over, m

ay add m
issing ingredient cards from

his hand to com
plete the order.
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If he can add all the m
issing ingredients, his pizza is properly

baked. He puts the order in his delivered stack and the M
am

m
a

M
ia! player takes the ingredients, including those added by the

player and puts them
 on the stack for used ingredients.

If the player cannot com
plete the pizza, it is not properly baked

and he puts the order card face down on the bottom
 of his

waiter stack.

Unused ingredients rem
ain face-up in the sorted oven.

The M
am

m
a M

ia! player continues to turn over cards from
 the

oven until all have been turned over.
After all oven cards have been turned over, the M

am
m

a M
ia!

player puts all the unused ingredient cards from
 the oven face up

as the new oven stack for the next round.
The M

am
m

a M
ia! player shuffles the used ingredients cards (that

were used to com
plete properly baked pizzas) together with the

M
am

m
a M

ia! card to form
 a new supply, which he places face

down on the table.
The M

am
m

a M
ia! player now begins the next round.

Note:it can occur that a player has no ingredient cards to play
on his turn. W

hen this occurs, he m
ust pass, playing no cards 

(not even an order card). 
He then draws cards as norm

al to fill his hand to seven cards.

Gam
e end and scoring

The gam
e ends after the oven has been em

ptied and any properly
baked pizzas in it delivered for the third tim

e.
The winner is the player who has delivered the m

ost pizzas (has
the m

ost order cards in his delivery stack). If two or m
ore players

tie with the m
ost, the player am

ong them
 with the m

ost
ingredients left in his hand is the winner.

The ordersFive of each player’s orders are sim
ple orders

showing just the ingredients available in the gam
e.

To be properly baked, the ingredients shown m
ust

be face-up in the oven when the order is turned up.
As always, the player, whose order it is, m

ay add
ingredients from

 his hand to com
plete the order.

Each player also has three special pizzas, which are com
pleted in

the sam
e way: from

 the face up oven cards and/or from
 the play-

er’s hand. These orders are described below:

Pizza Bom
bastica

To properly bake this pizza, a player needs at 
least 15 ingredients of any kinds. If m

ore than
15

ingredients are face up in the oven, the
M

am
m

a M
ia! player takes all of them

 for the
pizza. Thus, after this pizza is delivered, there 

are no face-up cards in the oven!

Pizza M
inim

ale
To properly bake this pizza, a player needs 1 of 
his personal ingredient (shown on the card) and
3

ingredients of a single different kind. This
different ingredient is shown on the card by a “?”.
The different ingredient is the ingredient that has

the fewest cards in the face up oven. If m
ore than one ingredient

ties with the fewest, the player whose order card is turned over
chooses the ingredient. In no case can the player choose his per-
sonal ingredient or an ingredient with no cards in the face up oven.

Pizza M
onotoni

To properly bake this pizza, a player needs 1 of 
his personal ingredient (shown on the card) and
6

ingredients of a single different kind. 
This different ingredient is shown on the card by 
a “J” (for joker). The player whose order card is

turned over chooses the ingredient when it is turned over. In no
case can the player choose his personal ingredient as the joker.

Exam
ples

Exam
ple for a players turn:

It is Alberto’s (green) turn. H
e takes 3 salam

i cards from
 his

hand and places them
 face up in the oven (places them

 on 
the discard stack). H

e says aloud, “Three salam
i!” 

N
ext, he places his order w

ith 4
salam

i and 1 pepper show
ing

on it in the oven (face up on top of the discard stack). H
e

decides to draw
 from

 his w
aiter stack, but as there are only

three cards there, takes all three and m
ust play w

ith only
6

cards until his next turn, w
hen he can again fill his hand 

to 7
cards.

Exam
ple of a properly baked pizza:

As show
n above, the follow

ing ingredients are in the face up
oven: 1 pepper, 2 salam

i, 3 pineapple, and 4
m

ushroom
.

N
ext, the M

am
m

a M
ia! player turns over an order card: 4

pineapple and 1 pepper for Alberto (green) from
 the oven.

As there are not enough pineapple cards in the
face up oven (3 instead of 4), Alberto adds

1
pineapple card from

 his hand to
com

plete the order.

The M
am

m
a M

ia! player puts the five ingredient
cards: (4

pineapple and 1 pepper) on the used
ingredient stack. 

Alberto takes his order card and places it face-up in his
delivery stack. The unused ingredient cards rem

ain in the
face-up oven and the M

am
m

a M
ia! player turns over the 

next card in the oven.

Exam
ple for a Pizza M

inim
ale:

The follow
ing ingredients are in the face up oven: 2

pepper,
2

salam
i, 2 m

ushroom
, and 3 pineapple. N

ext, the M
am

m
a

M
ia! player turns over Alberto’s (green) Pizza M

inim
ale

order. The order requires 1
pepper and 3 of a different

ingredient. Three ingredient kinds tie for few
est cards show

ing
in the face-up oven: pepper, salam

i, and m
ushroom

. As pepper
is Alberto’s personal ingredient, he m

ay not choose this as the
different ingredient. Also, as there are no olives show

ing,
Alberto m

ay not choose olives for the different ingredient. Thus,
Alberto m

ust choose betw
een salam

i and m
ushroom

. If he has
a third salam

i or m
ushroom

 card in his hand, he can place
this on the table and properly bake his Pizza M

inim
ale
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